***PLEASE NOTE: FACE COVERINGS REQUIRED***

**Operates:** Monday, April 4 – Wednesday, May 18

**Does NOT operate:** Weekends, holidays, class breaks, and administrative closings

**How often does it run:** 3 times a day (see chart below)

**Technology:** All buses have GPS, can be tracked on the Tennessee App (transit icon)

**Accessible/Handicapped:** All buses may accommodate those with disabilities

The ORNL/PSCC daily route schedule is:

- **6:54am** Leave UT for PSCC
- **7:14am** Arrive at PSCC
- **7:50am** Arrive at ORNL
- **8:26am** Arrive at PSCC
- **8:51am** Arrive at UT
- **12:00pm** Leave UT for PSCC
- **12:20pm** Arrive at PSCC
- **12:56pm** Arrive at ORNL
- **1:32pm** Depart PSCC toward UT
- **1:52pm** Arrive at UT
- **3:44pm** Leave UT for PSCC
- **4:04pm** Arrive at PSCC
- **4:45pm** Depart ORNL toward PSCC & UT
- **5:16pm** Depart PSCC toward UT
- **5:36pm** Arrive at UT

**RESTRICTION:** Proper ID cards are required and passengers riding from PSCC’s Hardin Valley Campus to Oak Ridge must have the necessary credentials to access ORNL

Check out the website: [http://ridethet.utk.edu](http://ridethet.utk.edu)